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INTRODUCTION

The immediate necessity of a considerable increase in food production to meet the
needs of the rapidly growing world population creates a situation demanding increasing
attention, not only for the improvement of existing cultivated areas, but also to further
the cultivation of potentially productive soils. These include low-lying coastal areas all
over the world, which might be worth reclaiming.
In this article stress willbe placed on the problems of reclaiming such "low-lyingareas".
As compared with the "higher" uncultivated areas the difference in reclaiming is rather
more gradational than fundamental. Low-lying areas, however, mostly entail additional
problems and, consequently, extra costs.
The idea of gaining land from water appeals to the imagination of many people. Some
think there is a magic touch about it; others have slightly exaggerated fantasies about
the reclamation of inland seas, imagining that many problems will be solved in one
stroke. Neither conception is right: in reality land reclamation is a technical effort
requiring not only investments but also much perseverance, and most important a
thorough knowledge of the prevailing circumstances.
That the Netherlands has wrested a relatively large part (45%) of its working and living
area from the sea over a period of ages must be seen as utilizing well a combination of
not too unfavourable circumstances in this deltaic area. The creation of these costly
works was of vital importance to enable the country to hold its own in this delta area
with its growing population. Many of these works were brought about in former ages
thanks more to a traditional tenacity than to wellthought-out economic considerations;
indeed this has proved highly advantageous for later generations.
1
This article was originally prepared for a meeting relating to the "Mediterranean Project", organized
by the Food and Agriculture Organization at Nîmes (France), May 1964. Although the text and in particular the examples cited are directed to circumstances in the Mediterranean, it wasconsidered justified
- in view of its general purport - to publish the article in almost unchanged form.

These introductory remarks are not intended to detract from the value of land reclamation works, but are meant primarily to place our considerations in the light of
reality. Since the producing farmer should right from the start also be an entrepreneur,
only those soils can be considered for reclamation where he can - with modern working
methods - attain a reasonable income. The farming of economically marginal farms
should not be stimulated.
2

NATURE AND EXTENT OF LOW-LYING LANDS IN THE MEDITERRANEAN

Some well known classic examples of land reclamation in the Mediterranean region
are impolderings1 in the deltas of the rivers Rhône, Po and Nile; several smaller reclamationsoflow-lyinglandarefound in Portugal, Spain, Italy, Greece, Turkey and Israel.
Most of these works date from the end of the last century, while in Italy some older
ones are found.
A distinction can be made between (a) coastal plains formed on the sea shore and (b)
basinsenclosed byhills ormountains; in both casestherivers and streams havedeposited
alluvial material.
- ad a). The coastal plains are mostly deltaic areas, i.e. they are characterized by the
presence of one or more rivers. Geologically the plains are very young, built up
mainly during the past two thousand years under the influences of an intensified
erosion. Although some deltas continue to extend (the coastline of the Po delta,
for instance, is reported to move an average of approximately 10 metres seaward
each year) most areas are at present in a period of geological consolidation. Owing
to the fact that the borders of the Mediterranean are fairly steep, sedimentation
far away from the original coastline proceeds very slowly. This, added to the sea
currents occurring along the coast and the geologically perceptible transgression
(rise of the sea level with respect to land) in most places, brings about a natural
rounding of these deltas. Consequently in the Mediterranean Sea many coastal
strips can be seen behind sandy beach ridges or barriers, which connect in concave
forms the banks of a river mouth with other advanced points of the coast. Thus a
lagoon-like landscape is formed, the basins of which have ceased to be in constant
open connection with the river and the sea. Solid sediments are deposited in the
lagoons only if the river floods its levees. If the lagoons are closed off from the sea
in such a way that refreshing of the original sea water can occur, natural vegetation
can take part in the sedimentation, which may lead to the formation of peat layers.
Conditions in the Mediterranean Sea are not such that one may expect there reckoning by lifetimes - considerable further extension of land by natural sedimentation. Moreover, it must be hoped that the soil conservation programme will
be so successful that the discharge of sediments along the rivers will diminish.
Artificial accretion of land - by constructing bunds and ditches in the marine
1

The term "polder" will frequently be used in the following to indicate this type of reclamation.
A"polder''isalow-lyingarea surrounded byadikeor quay, in which the water level can be controlled
independently of the outside water.
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foreland and planting it with vegetation - is unlikely to be successful either, due
to the rather steep slopes of the coasts.
In some places colmatage is being applied e.g. in the Po delta and Bafra area in
Turkey;this means that the water of river branches and hill creeks rich in sediments
is discharged through embanked canals to low terrains in order to fill the latter.
As a flood regulation measure this may be successful, but its agricultural success
is doubtful. If the colmatage canals are not kept regularly cleared it is not at all
certain that the sediments will get to the places where they are wanted and there
is a risk of shaping a very irregular soil profile.
For the Mediterranean Region the total surface of coastal areas which have not
yet been brought under cultivation and are at the most extensively grazed or where
there is fishing, presumably totals around one million hectares: only part of this
area will gradually be considered for reclamation; for other parts reclamation will
be either impossible or too costly.
ad b). Inland plains and basins are naturally confined in their boundaries. Due to
their basin- or cuvet-shape, topography and their naturally limited water discharge
possibilities, the low centre part is intermittently covered with water and often has
a swampy character; the borders are under cultivation as far as the seasonal water
level permits. It is even more difficult than with the coastal plains to estimate the
total surface of this nature, the more so because of many transitional forms.
Examples of basins that could only be brought under cultivation following an
artificial change in the water management are the lake of Fucino in Italy (approx.
16,500 ha, reclaimed in 1862), Kopai's Lake, Greece (approx. 20,000 ha, reclaimed
for the first time ca. 1865), a part of the Konya Plain in Turkey (approx. 90,000 ha,
irrigation system constructed ca. 1910), the merdjahs (marshes) at the right bank
of the River Sebou in Morocco (drained about 1950), the El Ghab Project in Syria
(approx. 26,000 ha, around 1960). For some of these plains drainage was provided
by constructing tunnels through the hills;for others the rocky threshold in the river
outlet had to be removed. There will certainly be other regions of this type which
can be considered for reclamation, but the data needed to make a complete estimate
are lacking at the moment.
3

PRINCIPLES OF RECLAMATION

The principles for the reclamation of low-lying areas are simple but subject to a number
of limiting conditions. It will be understood that the works must be adapted to locally
prevailingconditions but the basic principle willremain identical for the various regions.
The level of the areas to be drained requires the establishment and maintenance of a
(ground)water level lower than that of the adjacent sea or rivers; this means that an
artificial level must be created, independent of the natural system. Tracts of land treated

in this way are generally called "polders" (a word derived from the Dutch language).
Water penetrating such areas must be removed when it causes an inadmissible rise of
the water level; this can generally only be done by artificial means, i.e. by pumping.
The following essential categories of work may be distinguished:
a. Flood control and derivation works for the removal of outside water actually penetrating the region from rivers, torrents or sources;
b. Endyking works(embankments or dikes) preventing the outside water from entering
the polder;
c. Systems of drains(open canals, ditches and sometimes subsoil drains) and the complementary evacuation works, so as to free the fields from excess precipitation and
water seepage and to remove surplus irrigation water in case of need;
d. Irrigation works, which are not only needed for water supply to the crops but also
for surplus leaching to combat soil salinity.
e. Furthermore the general arrangement of the polders requires the construction of a
road system and offarms and rural dwellings,the planning of distribution grids for
electricity and domestic water supply, etc.
A number of these works are of a civil engineering type, others are typically agricultural,
while last but not least socio-economic measures complete the whole picture. It cannot
too often be emphasized that works of this type require an integral approach. Each part
can encounter decisive difficulties which make the plan impracticable.
The parts of the plan have to be carefully tuned to one another in order to avoid the
risk of failures.
In consequence it must be considered unjustifiable to carry out works prior to elaboratingplans and havingfound theseeconomically sound on the basis of detailed surveys.
Within the scope of this review it is not possible to deal with all parts of such a plan.
As the soil and hydrological conditions play a dominant rôle in the outcome of the investigation we shall devote special attention to these.
4

SOIL CONDITIONS

Alluvial and coastal soils - when drained and leached adequately - are rightly known
as high productive soils; their flat topography also makes them suitable for a modern
exploitation. Nevertheless one finds pronounced variations in this group and it is
necessary to point out that certain soil types - temporarily or permanently - present
less favourable properties. This requires a critical answer to the question whether the
soil is suitable or can be made suitable for growing agricultural crops.
The more or less completely anaerobic and waterlogged soil, as it has been deposited,
will through drainage undergo a number of changes;this development process is sometimes termed ripening. This process does not always lead to the development of a
"fertile" soil, i.e. a soil in which the hydrological and structural properties as well as
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the mineral nutritious elements are present in favourable proportions. Some examples
will be given further on.
4.1 PHYSIOGRAPHY OFLOW-LYING AREAS
As deltaic areas and coastal marshes are built up from river sediments in the more or
less saline coastal border, a number of physiographical elements can always be recognized:
- Along the main river anditsbranches onefindsrelatively elevated river leveeswith breadths ofup
to some kilometres. These fairly fiat soils (slightly sloping away from theriver) consist ofthe
coarser sediments which were deposited firstly during fioodings. Bysand, gravel andclay tracks
the texture may bevaryingasaresult, among other things, ofthe repeated diversion ofthe river
course (sometimes so-called "braided rivers").
The majority ofthese soils areusually under cultivation andcanbewell used asarable land.In
semi-arid and arid regions, however, irrigation isan urgent need; here themicro-relief may be
a limiting factor.
- Theriver levees pass into thelower lying basinsoils sloping further away from theriver. These
flat soils arebuilt upoffinersediments, like silty clays andfarther away from theriver claysto
heavy clays. Thenatural drainage of these soils is- owing to their position - usually bad. Only
the more elevated part ofthem canbeused asarable land inasmuch asitisnot saline and the
texture isnottoofine.After drainage this land is suitable for irrigated farming. Theremaining
low-lying clay soils and heavy clay soils are unsuitable for arable land owing to their difficult
workability; duetotheway ofsedimentation andtheintermittent drying upandrewetteningthe
structure ofthese soils may bevery compact; intheir natural condition they aremostly usedfor
grazing land during thedryseason;ifdrained andirrigated these soils canbeprofitably usedfor
rice cultivation.
- The next physiographical zone contains thesedimentsdepositedbelowthelevelof the sea. This
sedimentation occurs only partly intheopen sea; most oftime during theformation ofthe deltas
a sandy barrier develops near thecoast; with larger deltas one may even find a number of these
barriers in succession parallel to each other (Podelta). In these quiet zones behind the barriers
coastal lake sediments areformed consisting ofsilty clay toheavy clay. Dependent onthedegree
ofenclosure thewater ofthis coastal lake(lagoon)issaltorbrackish. These soilscan be reclaimed
byTintensive drainage, desalinization and irrigation; they mayindeed prove very good soils for
agriculture ascompared with basin soils, their structure - asa consequence ofthewaytheyare
deposited - may befar better.
- The coastalbarriers have been mentioned already; they areofmarine origin andconsist of sand,
often developed into dunes. They areunsuitable for agriculture.
- Thegeologically olderformationsalong theoriginal coastline canbeleft outofconsideration here
because they areabove sealevel. Forcompleteness it isnoted that if this coast consists of hilly
or mountainous land,hill creeks dischargetheir sediments which mixwith the above group. These
dischargescanbeunpleasant onaccountoftheirtorrentialcharacter;duringreclamation theymust
therefore preferably bedischarged outside thearea where drainage istotake place.
As these deltaic areas develop in the former submerged coastalzone,the subsoil consists
of coarse sediments, usually sand.The thickness of the clayey layer deposited on this
sandy subsoilisveryimportant with regard to the agricultural value and the hydrological
properties of the soil profile, in particular in relation to the water management.
The above description also applies more or less for inland swampy areas;instead of the

marine coastal zones the sediments from hill creeks are relatively more important here.
It is also noteworthy that in the water - which is rich in minerals but not or only a little
saline - on the basin soils an abundant vegetation may cause the formation of peat. In
some cases these peat layers are known to be 25 metres and more in thickness (Philippi
Plain in Greece - Macedonia).
In the above general description of the soil-groups the suitability as agricultural land
was mentioned incidentally. Some possible difficulties - either physical or chemical of alluvial soils deserve special mention.
4.2 SOMEREMARKS ON THE PHYSICAL SOIL PROPERTIES
- It may be recalled that the physical characteristics of the soil profile are mainly determined bythe
texture (size-partition of the mineral particles), the structure (the mutual arrangement of the
particles) and the cation complex (quantity and proportion of the cations absorbed on the surface
oftheclay andhumus particles).Thetexturemust beaccepted asagiven magnitude. Thestructure
and cation complex can alter within certain limits. The above three factors determine in their
mutual relation the following important properties for the use of the soil:(a)water-absorbing and
retention capacity (b) permeability (hydraulic conductivity) (c) height and rate of capillary rise
(d) soil mechanical properties (subsidence phenomena).

All the physical properties should lie between minimal and maximal value in order to
comply with requirements for agricultural use.Theirrigation of sandy soils,for example,
is difficult because these soils combine a poor water-absorbing capacity with a high
permeability. For tilling heavy clays there is little time available between wet and dry
conditions. When drained, very peaty soils show strong subsidence phenomena. Extreme
values of these properties are therefore less favourable and such soils have to be viewed
with suspicion.
Certain alluvial soils show an extremely compactstructure; this appliesto siltyloams and
silts, especially when they are deposited in alternating wet and dry circumstances;
drainage may be very difficult because of their poor permeability. This should be borne
in mind inthe case ofbasin soilsand sediments from sidehillcreeks. Other unfavourable
soil structures may be found with clays deposited in brackish water;the compact structure is often related to a high magnesium content in the adsorbtion complex. Such structuresareknown for instance from the merdjahs of the Sebou river in Morocco and from
lagoons in Egypt. Such soils are unfit for cropping, except for rice, and they are used
mainly as grazing land.
Soils deposited under water have a high water content, almost proportional to the content of clay and humus particles. During the draining of these soils a gradual ripening
process takes place. In the first stage after emerging from water these muddy and sticky
soils are very slowin delivering their water. Bythe action of sun and wind (evaporation)
the soils start to crack, at first into big prismatic blocks, later on to crumbs, a process
which gradually deepens, especially when roots of vegetation also penetrate into the soil.
After some years the structure of these soils, particularly marine ones, is often excellent
and this results in a favourable permeability. The leaching of salts, if needed, can also
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be favoured by this permeability, provided the necessary deep drains are present. When
these soils are rewetted by precipitation or irrigation the water-retaining capacity is
found to be less when compared with the starting position, but is nevertheless still
favourable. So after the ripening the originally water-saturated pores are only partly
filled with water, the rest being filled with air.
This process, which has been particularly studied in the Dutch reclamation projects,
is also observed in various reclamation projects in the Mediterranean. However, insufficient knowledge about this phenomenon has prevented full advantage being taken
of it in other cases. When drainage is not intensive enough the ripening process cannot
fully develop. This may result in a secondary salinization and even cause a deterioration from the initial condition.
The outlined ripening process is accompanied by water loss. Besides, by lowering the
groundwater table the subsoil isloaded more heavily (Archimedes' law).In combination
these phenomena cause subsidence.Nowadays the relations between subsidence and the
physical properties ofthe soil are pretty wellknown, therefore the result can be predicted
with reasonable certainty if the composition of the soil profile is known. Subsidence for
a marine clay soil may easily reach 1 to \\ metres. So it is essential, when designing
canal systems and so on, not to start from the present natural elevation map but from
the calculated future topography.
In this connection peat soils are extremely dangerous, not only as there is a marked
subsidence with deep drainage but especially because oxydation and drying-out cause
an additional settling,resulting moreover intheloss ofanumber offavourable properties
inthetopsoil.Furthermore,thesubsidenceinpeatsoilswillvaryfrom oneplacetoanother;
this will gradually cause the surface to get less flat which entails the unpleasant consequence of difficulties in the proper water management. As a matter of fact the only way
of conserving peat soils is to keep them sufficiently moist so as to prevent settling and
desiccation as much as possible. Also, as has occurred frequently, the dry peat may
catch fire and burn away down to the groundwater level. The soil surface may then have
sunk so far that the available drainage means are no longer sufficient. Thus at Kopaïs
Lake in Greecethefirst reclamation project inthe past century turned out to be afailure;
subsequently the drainage tunnel (800 m long!) had to be deepened by about 2 m. At
Kopaïs Lake the peat layer has almost completely vanished now and farming is actually
carried out on the mineral subsoil.
4.3

SOME REMARKS ON CHEMICAL SOIL FACTORS

In these low-lying coastal soils the food minerals nitrogen, phosphate and potassium
are but seldom present in sufficient quantities and in the required combination for optimal cropping. Possible deficiencies can be corrected by fertilizers, and in capital-intensive reclamations this can be regarded as a matter of course.
Weshouldliketo mention two problemsin particular (a) the occurrence of acid sulphate
soils and (b) the leaching of salt.
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a) With brackish and saline sediments in an anaerobic environment, sulphides can
accumulate in the soil; the more fresh organic matter the soil contains, the greater
the accumulation. After drainage these sulphides oxidize into sulphuric acid;
when there is insufficient calcium carbonate (CaCOa) in the soil to neutralize the
sulphuric acid, the soil may acidify into completely unfertile acid sulphate soils.
Though in the Mediterranean Region the alluvial sediments are generally rich in
calcium carbonate (in lagoons in Greece and in merdjahs of the Sebou in Morocco
up to 25-30% CaCC>3is found), the calcium carbonate may have been washed out
locally, especially so if rotting organic matter is present. The likelihood of this
occurring has to be borne in mind. This acid sulphate soilhas been found in various
lagoons in Portugal as well as in the Valle Pega-lagoon inthe Po delta.It isindeed
possible to improve these soils (by applying calcium carbonate or gypsum and
adequate drainage) but it is costly and takes a lot of time. Fewer difficulties are
encountered in this situation if the soil is used for rice culture. The forming of
acid sulphate soil is held in check on the one hand because there are fewer opportunities for thepyriteto oxidize in the saturated soil, and on the other hand because
the irrigation water is often rich in calcium carbonate so that acid formations are
neutralized.
b) Salt problems can have two causes. In new reclamations one is often faced with the
task of desalinizing areas which are naturally saline, such as coastal strips. On the
other hand it is a well known fact that irrigation in arid areas (Egypt, Iraq) can
cause complete salinization of agricultural soils in a number of years, even if the
irrigation water is ofareasonable quality; capillary action then causes accumulation
of salt in the topsoil which makes growth impossible. In both cases there is but one
remedy, i.e. the leaching of salts by constructing a suitable drainage system. The
duration and the course of this leaching process are determined by the initial
salt content of the soil, the quality of the leaching water (precipitation or irrigation
water), the permissible salinity of saturation extract in the root zone, the efficiency
of the distribution of leaching water through the soil profile, the permeability
of the soil, and by distance and depth of the drains. It is impossible to analyse the
separate influence of these factors in a few sentences1. It may suffice to add some
general figures.
For leaching a naturally saline soil a considerable quantity of water must pass
through the soil profile - 500to 2000 mm are normal figures - and these quantities
have to be effectively discharged through deep drains. In humid and semi-arid
areas part of the surplus of winter precipitation can contribute to this leaching;
in arid regions irrigation is the only means available.
In low-lying wet soils initial leaching is often very slow in getting underway; this
is connected with the ripening process described in the foregoing which the soil
must go through. Submerged saturated soils are almost impermeable, and they
only become permeable after some drying-out has occurred (cracks). It is a matter
1

Reference can be made to: "Reclamation of salt-affected soils in Iraq" (soil hydrological and agricultural studies). Publication 11, International Institute for Land Reclamation and Improvement.
1963; 175pp.
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of breaking through avicious circle.Owing toinadequate knowledge ofthe progress
of this process and insufficient control by salt and moisture measurements, various
areas have unfortunately been lesswell desalinized than they might have been, with
the result that this type of reclamation has not yielded the expected profit.
It is sometimes useful to construct a temporary additional drainage system during
the reclamation period consisting for example of shallow (0.60 m) open drains
at short distances, which are filled up wholly or partly later on, or are replaced by
tile drains or open drains at a greater distance. The need for such a system can be
judged only by considering all local conditions.
To prevent salinization in irrigated soils under cultivation as a rule a surplus irrigation gift for leaching of 1to 2 mm per day will suffice. This means that 20 to
50% more irrigation water must be applied than would be derived from the consumptive use; of course this surplus water must be effectively evacuated through a
drainage system.
From what has been said about soils it may be concluded that a project should not be
brought under construction until a detailed soil survey has been made; moreover, the
reclamation proper should be accompanied by intensive research on the ripening and
desalinization problems.

5

HYDROLOGICAL CONDITIONS

In judging the suitability of low-lying areas for reclamation, very close attention must
be paid to all hydrological factors determining the supply and discharge of water to
such areas. One has to form an idea of the water balancein the future situation. The
main factors in this balance are the precipitation and the evaporation; the inflow of
water by seepage from the surroundings, the artesian water supply, and the seepage
through dikes may also be very important. The reverse, viz. a strong natural drainage,
may also occur.Thedeficiencies or surplusesfrom thewaterbalancemustbecompensated
by irrigation or drainage. In view of the seasonal fluctuations it will be clear that a year
balance is insufficient, and that such a balance must be subdivided in accordance with
the seasons.The limiting conditions in the balance are determined by admissible groundwater levels and the waterstoring capacity of the soil. In many countries the climatological variation implies non-negligible local differences in the surplus of rain in the wet
season and the precipitation deficit in the dry period. Without drafting a balance as
meant here,itisimpossible to giveageneral answer for the drainageneedina quantitative
sense. All the same, it can be ascertained that in almost the whole Mediterranean area
a precipitation deficit of 300 mm and over occurs in the growing period with such
frequency that irrigation is a must for optimal cropping. This is even more urgent if
there are salt influences such as are always to be feared in low-lying areas. In those cases
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Construction of dikes for reclamation
in the Neretvadelta ( Yugoslavia)

one has to draw up both water and salt balances. The latter determines effectively the
limiting conditions for the water management.
As regards the water discharge, the capacity calculation of discharge means (ditches,
canals, weirs, culverts and pumps) must also take into account the daily rain discharges.
The sub-arid and arid areas not only experience the difficulty of low total rainfall, but
the uneven distribution over the season - usually in a few heavy showers - forms another
problem. Even if the discharge of such showers is calculated over a period of some days,
the discharge capacity for drainage is found to be considerably higher than is usual for
the humid European areas. The following figures taken from planned or completed
projects illustrate this:
capacitypumping plant for
removing precipitation
(regardless seepage, etc.)
(Netherlands polders)
France, polders Rhône delta
Italy, polders Po delta
Yugoslavia, Neretva polders
Greece, Mesolonghi polder
Japan, various polders (typhoons!)

(10 mm per day)
10 mm per day
17 mm per day
25 mm per day
24 mm per day
80-100 mm per day

In any case it is clear that the necessarily high discharge capacity requires a relatively
expensive system of discharge means.
Impolderings in the Mediterranean Region are favoured hydrologically by the circumstance that the tidal range (difference between low and high tide) is small, normally
less than 0.5 m. (For comparison it is stated that along the Portuguese coast there is a
tidal range of 3 m). Locally in the Mediterranean Sea one must indeed reckon with
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higher sea levels during storms, as for example was the case in the Po delta in 1955
and 1957, when great floods occurred. Generally speaking, however, the dikes do not
need anything near the proportions of those on the Atlantic coast.
On the other hand the small tidal movement and the sea current along the coast are the
reasons why the river and creek mouths on the seaside are many times closed off in the
dryperiod by sand barriers; every year this blockade must be broken through, and for
that a sufficiently strong river discharge must be available. It will be clear that this also
resultsinthe flooding of the surrounding areas. Regulation and embankment of rivers
and side hill creeks are therefore necessary; this water must be discharged independently
from the low-lying areas to be reclaimed. Jetties can be constructed to prevent the
blocking of the estuaries. Investigations on scale models are strongly recommended as
a basis for designing these costly works.
Mention has already been made above of the factors affecting the intensity of the drainage system for agricultural land. The choice of the depth of the groundwater level is to
a large degree essential in this respect. Assuming that in many arid or semi-arid regions
the water supply for intensive cropping comes from irrigation, there are two decisive
aspects:
- during the irrigated season the groundwater table must be deep enough to prevent
waterlogging in the root zone, which otherwise would restrict crop growth by lack
of air in the soil;for annual crops average depths of 60-80 cm can be tolerated on
loam, sandy and silty loams; on clay loam and clay soils 80-100 cm.
- during the non-irrigated season, when strong evaporation is to be expected (arid
zone!), the groundwater table must be deeper so as to prevent resalinization by
capillary rise. In low-lying areas an underground supply of water (seepage) may be
expected as a cause for high water tables. Only if the water table is kept low by
drainage can the seepage beintercepted and capillary risegreatly reduced. The depth
of ground water to be maintained in this case depends on the amount of seepage,
but should be at least 1.20 m for coarse sandy soils and clay soils; for soils of
intermediate texture (loam, loamy sand) at least 1.50 to 1.80 m.
To maintain a certain groundwater table the drains themselves must therefore be at least
asdeep.From thepoint of view of desalinization it is desirable to discharge aslittle water
as possible bythe surface; only subsurface drainage promotes leaching ofsalt. It depends
ultimately on the local circumstances which drainage intensity must be applied, the
minimum requirements either of water discharge or of salt discharge.
From the statement that irrigation is indispensable for the reclamation of low-lying
areas in arid or semi-arid regions, it may be concluded that the availability of irrigation
water may be a limiting factor as regards the extent of the areas to be reclaimed. In this
limitation not only the quantity of irrigation water available counts but also its quality
and the time it is available. Therefore reclamation projects should not be considered
independently of the bordering irrigation perimeters. If water is in short supply (which
is too often the case) it must be considered whether irrigation of existing land will be
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more advantageous than making large investments for new land. Naturally the possible
construction of reservoir dams can be decisive for this type of work.

6

SOME REMARKS ON THE ECONOMIC ASPECTS

There is no denying that the type of reclamation works discussed here are expensive
compared with other agricultural improvement works. Moreover, the establishment is
rather complicated and requires much preparation and after-care. On the other hand,
it must be remembered that well desalinized alluvial and coastal soils are among the
most fertile and best manageable soilsin the world!As an illustration some costs figures
are given, with the reserve that it is not known for certain whether these figures are
comparable and whether all costs are included.
U.S. dollar per hectare
Syria, El Ghab project (1953 estimate!)
reclamation inland swampy area
Egypt, reclamation coastal zone (ca. 1958)
settlement buildings included
Italy, Po delta, reclamation coastal zones
(incl. farm buildings)

approx. 600
„

1700

,,

2200

However, comparison with other works exclusively on the basis of investment per
hectare would not be correct. The comparison of the costs with the production is
decisive. The latter can be very favourable for this kind of soil.
Misgivings must be expressed about plans in which essential steps of improvement are
left out for the sake of economizing, for example when no sufficiently deep drainage
system or no systematic irrigation is applied. The expectation of winning reasonable
grazing land in that way is by no means always justified; furthermore the benefit cost
ratio will be unfavourably influenced.
In drafting the benefit/cost comparison a number of secondary advantages of reclamationbecomeapparent.Benefitswhichmaybelistedinclude:fighting malaria, establishment of processing industries and other public benefits such as opportunities for settlement and for employment, shortening of road connections, economic growth etc. It is
true that in the comparison the loss of economic activities such as the existing fisheries,
salt industry etc., must be evaluated, but in comparison with agriculture the proceeds
and employment in these industries are usually not very important.
Especially in caseswhere for irrigation of the surrounding area reservoir damshave been
built (having at the same time a beneficial regulating function for the floods inthe lower
delta) it may be most profitable to carry out subsequent reclamation of low land, thus
getting the highest possible gain from these costly works. Therefore weconcludethat this
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Reclamation of low-lying coastal lands

type of reclamation work is definitely worth considering, especially if the works can be
integrated in the development plan of a larger area.
7

FINAL REMARKS

Brief comments must be made here on the method of administering artificially reclaimed
areas. The success of such projects is closely connected with the care devoted to proper
management and maintenance of the irrigation and drainage systems. Irrigation water
used too abundantly may cause great damage. The same applies for inadequate drainage.
A settler in a polder area must be subjected to strict regulations. Legal provisions in the
form of byelaws must guarantee the effectiveness of these rules and regulations. The
costs of water management must be covered from the obligatory contributions from all
interested parties in the area. In various countries the drainage districts are guided by
boards elected from settlers under government supervision. The co-responsibility of the
settlers thus achieved must be considered very important.
It should be added for the sake of completeness that an authority which intends to carry
out this type of work does not rid itself of responsibility once the technical provisions
have been completed. On the contrary an essential part of the task will consist of taking
the responsibility for the exploitation of the new lands during the first difficult years,
and therefore aiding the new settlers with advice and assisting them in overcoming
transitional difficulties. They should also be shown, e.g. on pilot farms, how the best
profit can be obtained in the new situation.
The value - within the framework of a plan - should also be pointed out here of a small
pilot area laid out in an early stage. Here experience can be gained with the special land
conditions and - in anticipation of the development of the larger area - with the manner
of exploitation, the crops, the tillage etc. At the same time such a pilot area can serve
as a demonstration area for future settlers. It cannot be denied that reclamation of
low-lying land is a complex problem with a number of difficult aspects and its results
cannot be predicted without careful investigations. We do know a number of favourable
examples, but circumstances can differ from one case to another. Intensive expert
surveying must therefore precede any plan.
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A N N U A L R E P O R T F O R 1964
OF THE
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR
LAND RECLAMATION AND IMPROVEMENT

INTRODUCTION
A number of members of the Institute's
scientific staff have spent sometime abroad
during 1964 in connection with various
research projects, some ofthem even being
away during most of the year.
In generalit canbe stated that the Institute
is becoming increasingly connected with
projects of wider scope and longer duration.Thetendencyinthisdirection which
was apparent in previous years has consequently continued. Asregards the nature
of the studies carried out, these were
chiefly linked with theproblem of drainage
and irrigation of soilsin semi-arid and arid
areas. In particular much attention was
paid to salinity problems.
A member of the Institute's staff spent
nine months in central Turkey (Anatolia)
in order to continue and complete a study
begun in 1962; another expert carried out
complementary studies there for one
month within the same project. A third
staff member worked for virtually the
whole year as a member of a FAO team
(Special Fund) in the southern coastal
region of Turkey. In Egypt a specialist
spent the entire year under review on a

teaching assignment at the Land Reclamation Institute at Alexandria dealing with
the reclamation of saline soils.
One of the research officers spent a month
in West Pakistan in order to help with a
study of the possibilities for drainage and
irrigation in the Indus region undertaken
at the request of the International Bank
for Reconstruction and Development.
It can be considered an advantage that
various members of the Institute's staff
can participate actively in different ways in
the study of problems of this type. By
tackling these problems from different
angles a fruitful exchange of ideas is
promoted and the experience gained in
this way forms the basis for further recommendations and research.
In Wageningen, instructional and training
activities demanded as usual much attention. For the third year in succession the
"Post-graduate Training Centre on Land
Drainage" was organized with good result
at Wageningen in co-operation with the
International Agricultural Centre there.
This course has now acquired a more or
less fixed form, and the interest being
shown in it is considered satisfactory.
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ORGANIZATIONAL
In 1964Mr. G. P.F. Royackers, Secretary
to the Genera] Board of Agriculture
("Landbouwschap") resigned from the
Board of the Institute. We remember him
with gratitude and shall miss his useful
and practical recommendations. He has
been succeeded ontheBoard byMr.N.M.
Zijp, likewise secretary of the General
Board of Agriculture.
With deep regret we report the death, on
15 May 1964, of Prof. C. H. Edelman
(Adviser on technical matters), of whose
valued assistance we will retain grateful
memories.
The specialist staff of the Institute was
expanded with a geohydrologist in 1964.
There were no further changes inthe composition of the staff.
In the report for 1962 the assumption was
expressed that it would prove possible the
construction to be started in 1963 of the
new building at Wageningen which is to
house the International Institute, the
Institute for Land andWater Management
Research and the Soil Survey Institute
together. It was, however, 28 September
1964before thesitepreparation wasbegun
for these new, more permanent premises.
Expectedly the new building will be completed in 1967.
From the establishment of the Institute in
1956 onwards there has been a close link
between it and the W. K. Kellogg Foundation ofBattle Creek, Michigan (U.S.A.).
During thefirstfiveyears ofthe Institute's
existence the Kellogg Foundation paid the

Studying the plans of the Institute's new
building. Inthecentre:dr.G.L. Creech

greater partofitsrunningcosts,and further
provided a decreasing amount in each of
the four years following. In accordance
with the Kellogg Foundation's policy of
using its funds primarily for the initiating
ofnewprogrammes andgettingtheseunder
way, the financial support to the Institute
was largely concluded in 1964.From now
on the Institute's costs will be met chiefly
from Netherlands public funds.
Dr. G. L. Creech, who as Director ofthe
Division of Agriculture of the Kellogg
Foundation had maintained the contacts
between the Foundation and the Institute
over thepast years,hasnowbeen appointed to another post and consequently bade
farewell to the Director and staff of the
Institute on the occasion of his visit in
September 1964.Dr.Creechalwaysshowed
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a great interest in all the Institute's undertakings and we should like to record our
gratitude here for all the assistance received from him.
Theco-operation between the Institute and
the Kellogg Foundation has always been
particularly pleasant. Contacts will certainly be maintained in the future between
the two institutes.

was concerned. A report 1 recording the
findings of these studies and containing
recommendations for the improvement of

ACTIVITIES
VISITORS AND FELLOWSHIPS

In addition to many individual foreign
visitors,the Institute received in 1964 some
groups of students from France and Japan.
Information was supplied on land and
water development in general and on the
Netherlands in particular.
The foreign visitors made extensive use of
the library and its documentation on land
improvement.
A FAO fellow from UAR-Egypt, who
attended part of the second Postgraduate
Training Centre on Land Drainage in
1963, continued his stay till August 1964
in order to pursue his studies on soil
physics in relation to irrigation and drainage. A study programme was arranged to
this end with the co-operation of various
other Netherlands institutes and government services.
FIELD RESEARCH

Konya (Turkey)
Thisyearitprovedpossibleforthe drainage
studies begun in 1962 in the Konya plain
to be concluded, as far as the field research

the drainage situation in that area will be
presented to the U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization, Rome, in the beginning of 1965. Close co-operation was
maintained throughout the studies with
the Turkish State Hydraulic Works Service
(Devlet Su-Isleri).
A member of the Institute's staff was
stationed in Ankara from 1962 to 1964
when the studies were being carried out.
A geohydrologist (staff member of the
Institute for Land and Water Management
Research at Wageningen), together with an
irrigation expert from the staff of the
International Institute, spent some months
in Turkey in 1964in connection with these
studies.
The Konya plain covers an area of over
200,000 ha and is situated about 250 km
south of Ankara. It forms a part of the
Anatolian plateau, its height above mean
sea level ranging from 995 to 1010 m. The
plain is an enclosed basin without surface
outlet. The Çarsamba river and some
streams discharge their water into this
basin, from which there is no further
surface drainage. The mean annual pre-

"Water management studies in the Çumra irrigation area"
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The Konya plain, approximately 1000 mabove mean
sea level
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cipitation is small, viz. about 250 mm, so
that without irrigation only dry farming of
winter cereals is possible.
About fifty years ago an irrigation system
wasconstructed in the southern part of the
plain, around the place known as Çumra,
and after various extensions it now covers
a gross area of some 90,000 ha. This
system utilizes the water of the Çarsamba
river. However, a net area of not more
than 25,000 ha is all that can be irrigated
each year.
The studies have revealed that the large
water losses from the irrigation canals are
the main reason why insufficient water
remains to supply a larger area. It was
found that the greatest losses occurred
in the smaller canals.
The extensive water loss leads to a serious
drainage problem. In many places salinization of the soil profile occurs as a result
of the capillary rise of saline ground water,
which is found at shallow depths.

The aim of the studies was to investigate
what possible ways there were to improve
the irrigation and drainage of the area. It
appeared likely that the removal of ground
water through a subsurface drainage
system would bring about a marked improvement in the existing situation. This,
however, also called for a solution to the
problem of where the drainage water could
be drained to and what the maximum
amounts would bewhich could be disposed
of in this way. For, as already stated, the
Konya plain is an enclosed basin and the
discharge of water to a point or points
outside it is practically impossible.
A solution may be the storing of the excess
water in local depressions from which it
can be allowed to evaporate. Such depressions would then have to be discarded
for agricultural purposes. The amount of
water which can be discharged into these
"disposal areas" each year is in principle
equal to the annual evaporation minus

The Konya plain is an enclosed basin surrounded by
mountain ridges
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Permanent agriculture in humid tropical
areas is usually only found either for the
cultivation of wet rice or for tree or bush
crops, such as coffee, tea, cocoa and
rubber. The production of food crops
other than wet rice has depended for
centuries on a system of natural fallow as
applied in shifting cultivation, also called

bush fallowing and known under a great
number ofvernacular namesinthe different
tropical countries of the world. Up till now
it has been difficult to find a method superior to shifting cultivation. The value of
shifting cultivation liespartlyinthe amount
of nutrients stored in the soil during
fallowing and partly in the nutrients contained in the fallow/crop. Especially under
high rainfall conditions when losses of
nutrients from the soilarehigh,the temporary immobilization of nutrients in the
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vegetative matter is important. The bush
fallow consisting of a number of different
plant species explores the different soil
layers to a greater depth than is usually
the case with annualfood crops. Thevegetative matter formed during the fallow period willcontain arelativelyhighamountof
nutrients. Soil organic matter, and correspondingly adsorption and waterholding capacitywillincrease;erosionwillbechecked.
With increasing population the scarcity of
land leads to a more intense use of land
and to shorter fallow periods. This will
finally result in a very poor vegetation,
often a monotonous grass growth, which
not only stores less nutrients but often
dries up and burns during the dry season.
Another consequence will be serious erosion during the wet season.
In the new field experiments a selection of
various plant species,leguminous and nonleguminous,have been grown, not only to
recover the soils by forming a thick layer
of mulch, but also to conserve good soil
conditions by savingpart ofthis vegetation
duringthegrowth offood crops. One of the
first results is that the annual fires did not
enter and destroy the green vegetation of
the experimental plots.
The experiments with local food crops, e.g.
maize, dry rice, potatoes and beans in the
period 1963-1964 were promising and it
was recommended that the investigations
should be continued. At this stage, however, it would be premature to draw any
final conclusions about the results to be
obtained in the more distant future.
Continuation of these experiments for a
number of years appears necessary.
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West Pakistan
The agronomist who worked in Brazil
also assisted in agricultural investigations
with respect to appraisals for the proposed Tarbela project in West Pakistan.
This project includesthebuildingof a dam
in the Indus river near Tarbela, approx.
40 miles north-east of the future federal
capital Islamabad. The dam will serve to
supply irrigation water and electrical
power.

At the request of the International Bank
for Reconstruction and Development,
investigations have been carried out in a
joint undertaking by three international
consultant bureaus. One of these bureaus
invited the Institute to assist in these investigations.
The study was mainly concentrated upon
an area preselected for the use of Tarbela
water. A second area was also studied but
less intensively. The areas chosen were
considered to reflect the general characteristics of agriculture for the whole of the
Indus Plains.

The areas were situated in those parts of
the plainsthat belongto theformer Punjab
and Bahawalpur State.The flat topography
of these areas, as well as the high temperatures and low rainfall prevailing there, are
characteristic for the greater part of the
Indus basin. At present the level of agricultural production is low. This results
primarily from inadequate soil-water conditions, which cause severe waterlogging
and salinity or drought in different parts
ofthe areas.Additional factors responsible
for low production are poor quality of
seeds, inadequate use of fertilizers and
insecticides, and traditional methods of
farming.
Proper irrigation and drainage conditions
will change the cropping patterns and
farming intensities. Estimates have been
made of future agricultural production,
with or without the availability of additional irrigation water from the Tarbela
dam and assuming different levels of input.

CONGRESSES AND OTHER SCIENTIFIC MEETINGS
The Director of the Institute attended the
2nd FAO meeting on Mediterranean
Regional Development which was held at
Nîmes in May 1964. He presented a paper
on the "reclamation of low-lying coastal
lands and inland swampy areas by drainage and/or desalinization". The text of
this paper was the basis for the article in
the present Annual Report.
On the request of the Director of Land
Project ofEire,the Director ofthe Institute
delivered a lecture on "land reclamation
and improvement in the Netherlands" to
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the Seminar on Land Drainage and
Reclamation held at Dublin in September
1964.
A member of the staff took part in the
International Symposium on Scientific
Problems of the humid tropical zone
Deltas and their implications. This symposium was held at Dacca (East Pakistan)
in February/March 1964, under the joint
auspices of UNESCO, the Pakistan Academy of Sciences and the Pakistan Council
of Scientific and Industrial Research.
During this symposium, the staff member
read a paper on "the influence of agricultural practices on the environment". An
analysis was given of why rice is such an
important crop in humid tropical delta
zones, the principal reason stated to be
its great adaptability to conditions prevailing in these areas. Usually, these
conditions are unsuitable for the growth
of other food crops. Different types of rice
cultivation, adapted to such varying conditions as saline soils,potentially sulphuric
acid clays, unripe soils, organic soils, and
periods of inundation or waterlogging of
different duration, were discussed.
Another staff member attended the Vlth
International Congress of Agricultural
Engineering, held at Lausanne (Switzerland) in September 1964 and organized by
the CIGR (Commission Internationale du
Génie Rural).
For the 12thInternational Training Centre
on Rural Extension held at Wageningen
(Netherlands) in July 1964 under the
auspices of the International Agricultural
Centre there, the Institute's specialist on
settlement and country planning presented
a paper on "land reform as a prerequisite
of rural development".
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In November, the same staff member
delivered a lecture at Rotterdam entitled
"Sociological and economic aspects of the
planning of the Zuider Zee polders" for
the 7th International Course on Building
organized there by "Bouwcentrum".
Two staff members took part in the first
World Congress of Rural Sociology which
washeld from 17-22August 1964,at Dyon
(France).

INSTRUCTION AND TRAINING
THIRD POST-GRADUATE TRAINING CENTRE
ON LAND DRAINAGE

This three-month course, held in the
autumn of each year, has now acquired a
permanent place in the Institute's working
programme. The number of participants
attending remains fairly constant, being
24 for the year under review (including
one lady-participant)
The participants were from sixteen
countries in all, viz. Australia, Eire,
Great Britain, Hungary, India, Iran, Iraq,
Israel, Japan, Malaysia, Nigeria, Poland,
the Philippines, Turkey, the UAR-Egypt
and Zambia. Unlike previous years, when
there were more civil engineers than
agricultural engineers, in 1964 the ratio
between the two groups was fifty-fifty.
The lectures are given byinstructors whose
work in their specific fields, makes them
fully conversant with the latest developments in land improvement matters. More
instruction of a practical nature was given
than in previous years, as experience had
shown this to be necessary. By means of a
number of excursions, including some to
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the Zuider Zee Works and the Delta
Works, the participants were given an
opportunity to form an idea of drainage
projects in the Netherlands and other
works in the field of land reclamation
and improvement.
ALEXANDRIA ( T J A R - E G Y P T )

Since December 1963, an expert has been
assigned to the Land Reclamation Institute at Alexandria. He was appointed
to lecture on problems connected with the
reclamation of saline soils.
The assignment, which was originally
planned to be a six-month one, has been
extended in the meantime to July 1965.
The Land Reclamation Institute was
established a few years ago under the
auspices of the University of Alexandria,
encouraged by and with the active support
of the Ford Foundation.
The courses are given by Egyptian professors and specialistsfrom othercountries;
the participants are practically all from
the U.A.R.

PUBLICATIONS
In the year under review a report on a
field study on salt and water movement in
the Bol Guini polder of the Chad Republic
was published in theInstitute's "Bulletins"
series. In the same series a study on the
problem of mud transport in coastal
waters of the North Sea, and a Code of
Practice for the design of open water
courses, were published.
For the full titles reference is made to the
list of publications on pages 43-44.
The Netherlands Hydrological Biblio-

graphy 1960-61, compiled in collaboration
with other services and institutions, was
edited by the Institute. This publication
was brought out under the responsibility
of the Section of Scientific Hydrology of
the Netherlands Council for the International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics (IUGG). It is not included in the
Institute's own series of publications.
In the Institute's "Bibliographies" series
an annotated bibliography on the subject
of reclamation and improvement of saline
and alkali soils was produced. This work
contains references to the literature published in the years 1957-1964.

THE LIBRARY
For the joint library of the Institute and
the Institute for Land and Water Management Research 1964 was a year of expansion and reorganization.
The contents of the library were increased
appreciably by both purchases and exchanges, over 100 books and reports and
about 40 shorter publications (reprints
and brochures) being added to the collection each month. The number of books
and reports has consequently risen to over
7500 and that of reprints and brochures
to about 5000. The inclusion of new periodicals has not made any great change in
the total of around 330current periodicals,
as various other ones which were not
consulted very frequently have been removed from the collection.
Since in practice it is not possible even to
attempt to obtain originals of all books
etc. on aspects of land improvement
published throughout the world, a start
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was made in the course of the previous
year on building up a collection of bibliographical material which would enable
research workers and other interested
parties to trace further literature. This
bibliographical collection was considerably
expanded during the year under review.
The library subscribes at present to the
most suitable abstract journals for this
purpose; in addition it also possesses a
large number of non-periodical bibliographies.
The library's own collection is accessible
via an alphabetical, a systematical and a
geographical catalogue, together with a
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location index. These catalogues also include the titles of articles in periodicals
in the library, insofar as the contents of
these articles is considered of interest for
the Institute.
The carrying out of literature searches for
the staff of the two institutes and for
foreign applicants has been continued.
The literature, collected with the aid of
thelibrary's catalogues and bibliographical
collection, isin most cases made available
in the form of a list of titles with brief
notes. There has proved to be considerable
demand for this form of service, both
within the institutes and outside as well.
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INTRODUCTION

The following section includes as usual the titles selected from aquisitions in the year
under review by the joint library of the Institute for Land and Water Management
Research and of the International Institute for Land Reclamation and Improvement.
All abstracts are written in English. Orders for these books to be placed with booksellers
or publishers only.
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Land Settlement

325.11

BRAUSCH, G., P. CROOKE and J. SHAW, Bashagra area settlements 1963. A case study in
village development in the Gezira scheme.
University of K h a r t o u m , Dept. of Social Anthropology and Sociology. Dept. of Architecture, Dept. of Rural Economy, K h a r t o u m 1964; 163 pp., 26 lit.refs.
A survey of settlement in the Gezira scheme (Sudan) covering several aspects of local livingconditions.
In particular it gives social and economic information related to the physical layout ofexisting villages
and households.
Economy
ANDREAE, B. Betriebsformen in der Landwirtschaft. Entstehung und Wandlung von
Bodennutzungs-, Viehhaltungs- und Betriebssystemen in Europa und Übersee sowie
neue Methoden ihrer Abgrenzung. Systematischer Teil einer Agrarbetriebslehre.
Verlag Eugen Ulmer, Stuttgart 1964; 426 pp., 25 maps, 192 lit.refs.
Types of farming systems in Europe and oversea regions.
The European American Symposium on Agricultural Trade.
Proceedings. Amsterdam, November 11-15, 1963; 404 pp.
The Symposium discussion concerned international commerce in general, with particular reference to
the influence of agricultural policies and programs upon trade.
GERFIN, H. Langfristige
Wirtschaftsprognose.
J. C. B. M o h r (Paul Siebeck), Tübingen; Polygraphischer Verlag, Zürich 1964; IX,
204 pp., bibliography pp. 196-204.
A book dealing with long-run economic prognosis.
SCHULTZ, TH. w. Transforming traditional agriculture.
Yale University Press, New Haven and London 1964; XIV, 212 p p . ; lit. refs. in footnotes. Studies in comparative economics No. 3.
The author concentrates on the economic problem confronting traditional agriculture. He presentsa
theoretical approach leading to important new hypotheses that explain the economic stagnation of
traditional agriculture,and hethentestshishypothesesempirically.Heidentifies thesourcesof profitable
economic growth in transforming traditional agriculture, and discusses investment comprehensively,
including both newmaterial inputs and investment in farm people.
WEINSCHENCK, G. Die optimale Organisation des landwirtschaftlichen Betriebes. Untersuchungen zur Ermittlung des Gleichgewichts und der Preiselastizität der Erzeugung.
Verlag Paul Parey, Hamburg und Berlin 1964; 206 pp., bibliography pp. 194-201.
Econometric treatise on optimal farm organization.
The world food budget 1970.
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington 1964. Foreign Agricultural Economic Report
N o . 19; IV, 105 pp., 38 lit.refs.
The publication measures the food requirement in the future against the availability of food. It isbased
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33

Accession List

upon food balances recently completed for92countries (covering 94percent ofthe world's population)
for two 3-year periods, 1956-58 and 1959-61.
Developing countries

338.984.4

Afrikas Gegenwart und Zukunft. Beiträge zum ersten Afrika-Colloquium der FriedrichEbert-Stiftung. Verlag für Literatur und Zeitgeschehen, Hannover 1964; 140pp., 1map.
The book contains nine lectures onseveral social, economical andpolitical aspects ofAfrican development,delivered onaconference in1963.
FREITAG, R. S. Agricultural development schemes in Sub-Saharan Africa. A bibliography.

Library of Congress, Washington 1963; XII, 189 pp.
Annotated bibliography onagricultural development projects inAfrica south ofthe Sahara.
Regional rural development programmes with special emphasis on depressed agricultural
areas including mountain regions.
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, Paris 1964; 321 pp.,
7 separate coloured maps, bibliography 70 refs. OECD Documentation in Agriculture
and Food 66.
Proceedings ofan European/North American working seminar held inParis from 14thto 18th October
1963.Topics at the seminar included the following: objectives in rural development programmes
(formulation andchoice); definition andidentification ofcritical zones; development andexecutionof
action programmes; the contribution of industry, tourism and allied services; motivation, training,
retraining andmobility ofrural manpower; coordination between thevarious ministries andservices;
and the role ofthe central administration.
Aerial Survey

528.7

LUEDER, D. R. Aerial photographic interpretation. Principles and applications.
McGraw Hill, New York, etc. 1959; XV, 462 pp.; maps, bibliography 233 refs.
Organized inthree separate parts thebook covers thefundamentals ofaerial photographic theoryand
techniques, surveys anddiscusses thevarious landforms androck types, andshows practical usesand
applications ofphoto interpretation ina wide variety ofengineering andscientificfields.
Geology

551

BOUMA, A. H. and A. BROUWER (ed.). Turbidites.
Developments in sedimentology No. 3. Elsevier Publ. Comp., Amsterdam, etc. 1964;
264 pp., maps, lit. refs. with each chapter, bibliography pp. 222-246.
Drawn from many parts of the world, the 16papers presented here treat themost important aspects
of turbidites. The latest information isreviewed, and many pertinent regional descriptions areincluded.
A comprehensive bibliography onturbidity currents andturbidites is included.
DAM, j . c. VAN. A simple method for the calculation of standard-graphs to be used in
geo-electrical prospecting.
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Thesis Technical University Delft. Uitgeverij Waltman, Delft 1964; 87 pp., 34 lit. refs.
The author has developed a simple and rapid calculation method, which can be applied for geo-electrical
prospecting in the field.

FAEGRi, K. and J. IVERSEN. Textbook ofpollen analysis.
Munksgaard, Copenhagen 1964,2nd revised edition; 237 pp., bibliography pp. 203-217.
This book is a second revised edition of "Textbook of modern pollen analysis" (1950). A special chapter
on pre-quaternary pollen analysis is written by H. T. WATERBOLK.

International Geographical Union, Commission on Coastal Geomorphology.
Bibliography 1959-1963. Geographical Institute, University of Copenhagen, 1964;
68 pp. Folia Geographica, Danica, Tom. X No. 1.
This third bibliography on coastal geomorphology contains literature from: Australia, Belgium, British
Honduras, Canada, Denmark, Eire, Finland, France, East and West Germany, Israel, Japan, Madagascar, Maroc, Netherlands, Norway, Pakistan, Poland, South Africa, Sweden, Turkey, United Kingdom,
U.S.A. and Soviet Russia. For several countries a short survey of research activities on coastal geomorphology and addresses of institutes dealing with this science are included.

IRANI, R. R. and C. F. CALLis.Particle size: measurement, interpretation, and application.
John Wiley, New York and London 1963; VIII, 165 pp., lit. refs. with each chapter.
The book covers every phase of particle sizing: definitions, methods of data presentation, statistics,
applications, detailed description and comparison among methods, and procedures for picking the most
applicable technique in particle sizing.
KRUMBEIN, w. c. and L.L.SLOSS.Stratigraphy and sedimentation.
W. H. Freeman and Comp., San Francisco 1963, 2nd revised edition; XVI, 660 pp.,
maps, bibliography pp. 591-620.
An extensive revision of the 1951 edition. The main emphasis of the book is on stratigraphie analysis'
but stratigraphie organization and the underlying principles of sedimentation are introduced before
stratigraphie analysis and synthesis are taken up in detail.

LONGWELL, CH.R. and R.F. FLINT. Introduction tophysical geology.
John Wiley, New York and London, 1963, 2nd edition; 504 pp., maps, lit.refs. with
each chapter.
Revised edition of a text book on physical geology, containing chapters on : materials of the earth's
crust; geologic time; field study and geologic mapping; igneous geology; weathering and soils; masswasting; running water; sculpture of the lands by streams and mass-wasting; ground water; lakes and
basins; glaciers and glaciation; deserts and wind action; the sea; submarine geology; waves; currents;
the sculpture of coasts; sedimentary rocks; deformation of the earth's crust; metamorphism;
earthquakes; origin and history of mountains; and geology in industry.

MILOT, G. Géologie des argiles. Altérations sédimentologie, géochimie.
Masson, Paris 1964; 499 pp., bibliography pp. 451-490.
The book begins with an introduction to the clay minerals. The second chapter is dealing with clayey
rocks. Geochemistry of ions in the hydrosphere, the role of clays in the geochemical cycle, alteration of
clays, and the clays of continental and marine sediments are the subject of some subsequent chapters.
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The book proceeds with a treatment of theevolution of theclayfraction in somegreat sedimentological
series(regionaldescription);silifications andgrowth ofcrystals,genesisofclays;and concludeswith the
geochemistry of the surface and the cycle of the silicates.

STRAATEN,L. M.J. u. VAN (ed.). Deltaic and shallow marine deposits.
Proceedings of the sixth International Sedimentological Congress the Netherlands and
Belgium - 1963. Elsevier Publ. Comp., Amsterdam, etc. 1964; XVI, 464 pp., maps,
lit.refs. with each paper.
Developments in Sedimentology Vol. 1.
This book contains 58papers on both recent and ancient sediments.

TAGG,G. F. Earth resistances.
George Newnes Ltd., London 1964; VIII, 258 pp., tables.
This book gives complete coverage of the electrical resistance of the earth and earth connections, and
their measurements. The first part deals with the specific resistance or resistivity of the soil itself. The
second part describes the design of earth electrodes,the various instruments used to makethe required
measurements and the special problems encountered in the measurements.

Hydrology

551.48/.49

ANDREAE, H. Neue hydrometrische Verfahren.
VEB Deutscher Verlag der Wissenschaften, Berlin 1963; 187 pp., bibliography pp.
159-173.
Third edition of "Hydrometrische Verfahren", (1961).

Bibliographie hydrologique 1962. Roumanie.
Institutul de Studii si Cercetäri Hidrotehnice, Bucuresti 1963; 58 pp.
This publication is the Rumanian contribution to the Bibliography of the International Association of
Scientific Hydrology. It isa continuation of previous issues.The titles of the literature references are in
three languages: Rumanian, Russian and French, but the abstracts are in Rumanian only.

Compte-rendu de la session technique 19.
Organisation centrale T.N.O. pour la recherche scientifique appliquée aux Pays-Bas,
La Haye 1964; 83 pp.
This report containsfivepapers dealing with hydrogeological mapping and survey in France, Germany
and theNetherlands. Thefirstpaper iswritten in French, the second in German and the three others in
Dutch, each with summaries in French or German.

Festschrift zum 60. Geburtstag von Prof Dr. Ing. Herbert Billib am 21.10.1964.
Institut für Wasserwirtschaft und landwirtschaftlichen Wasserbau der Techn. Hochschule Hannover 1964; 268 pp., lit. refs. with each paper.
A publication containing nine papers by different authors on several subjects, such as soil moisture
soil permeability and groundwater movement.

GiEFER, G. J. Water wells. An annotated bibliography.
Water Resources Center, University of California, Berkeley 1963; III, 141 pp.
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Thisbibliography contains 671annotated references totheliterature onwater wells.Itincludesliterature
on well design criteria, well construction, andwell operation andmaintenance. References tomaterial
on wellhydraulics have been limited tothose pertaining tothe theory offlow within orinthe immediate
vicinity ofwells. Literature on pumps andpump tests isnotincluded.
GLOVER, R. E. Ground-water movement.

U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, Denver 1964; III, 67 pp., 32 lit.refs.
Engineering monograph No. 31.
This monograph presents analyses ofa variety ofgroundwater problems encountered in theplanning
and development of Bureau of Reclamation water resources projects in the Western United States.
These problems include analysis ofdepletions caused bypumping, estimates ofseepages, computation
of return flows, analysis ofdrawdown, andestimates ofpermeabilities for selection ofpump capacities.
Hydrological bibliography 1950-1960. Norway.
Norwegian Water Resources and Electricity Board, Hydrological Section, Oslo 1964;
43 pp.
This istheNorwegian contribution to theBibliography of theInternational Association of Scientific
Hydrology.
JOHNSON, A. i. Selected bibliography on laboratory and field methods in ground-water

hydrology.
U.S. Geological Survey, Washington 1964; 21 pp. Water-supply paper 1779-Z.
Theliteraturereferences arelistedunder thefollowing headings:mathematics,hydraulicsand hydrology,
soil physicsandsoil mechanics,geology, office techniques, surveying,meteorology, water measurement,
well construction, earth resistivity andseismology, electric logging, radio-active logging, miscellaneous
bore-hole geophysics andsoil-moisture measurement.
Research on water.
A symposium on problems and progress.
ASA special publication No. 4. Soil Science Society of America, Madison 1964; VI,
121 pp., lit.refs. with each paper.
RZHANITSYN, N. A. Morphological and hydrological regularities of the structure of the
river net.
Original in Russian language published by Gidrometeoizdat, Leningrad 1960.
Translated by D. B. KRIMGOLD for Soil and Water Conservation Research Division,
Agricultural Research Service, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, 1963; XI, 380 pp., bibliography 128 refs. (only Russian literature).
The author presents averaged characteristics of river channels and outlines the regularities of their
changesalong thelengthoftheriverand atconfluences wheretwosmaller riversform anew,larger one.
The individual characteristics of rivers which determine the relief of the channel are examined. An
attempt is made to show by examples, the possibility of applying the obtained relationships inthe
solution of problems in modelling thechannel process andin calculating thelongitudinal profiles of
rivers.
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Steady flow of ground water towards wells.
Compiled by the Hydrologisch Colloquium. Committee for Hydrological Research
T.N.O., The Hague 1964; 179 pp.
A compendium which aims at reviewing present knowledge on the flowof ground water into wells.
The following subjects arediscussed: fundamental terms andlaws, elementary cases offlow, cylindersymmetricalflow(ortwodimensionalradialflow),non-cylinder-symmetricalflows,andthe determination
of the values ofthe formation constants bymeans ofpumping tests.
Symposium Eaux de SurfaceISurface waters.
General Assembly of Berkeley of I.U.G.G. 19-31 Aug. 1963. World Meteorological
Organization and International Association of Scientific Hydrology, Gentbrugge (Belgium) 1964; 615 pp., maps, lit.refs. with each paper.
Proceedings of a symposium on surface waters, classified under thefollowing headings:
1.Theoretical studies andpractical methods offorecasting theyield ofrivers for both long and short
terms (except floods).2.Droughts (characteristics andcauses, frequencies). 3.Variability ofriver flow.
4. Lowdischarge. 5.Surface andground water relationships.
TOEBES, c. Applied hydrology.
Technical Correspondence School, New Zealand Dept. of Education, Wellington
without year; 2 volumes.
Vol. I: 138 pp.
Vol. II: 167 pp.

Vol. I is dealing with the hydrological cycle, precipitation, evaporation and transpiration, gauging
station installationsandgaugingofrivers.Vol.IIcontinueswithstage-dischargecurvesandhydrographs,
catchment characteristics,infiltration theory and run-off relations,floods,sedimentation,fluvialhydraulics, ground water, regional hydrology andstatistical applications in hydrology.
VEN TECHOW (ed.). Advances in hydroscience. Vol. 1-1964.
Academic Press, New York and London 1964;X, 442pp.,lit.refs. with each part.
Thisisthefirstvolume ofanew serial publication dealing with the latest data emerging from thestudy
of water. Theseries will cover thephysical, chemical, biological, biochemical, radioactive, andhydrodynamical aspects of water. This first volume contains papers on: sonar, hydroelasticity, statistical
hydrodynamics in porous media, andhydroballistics andhydraulics ofwells.
Water resources use and management.
Proceedings of a symposium held at Canberra by the Australian Academy of Science
9-13 September 1963. Melbourne University Press, 1964; X, 529 pp.; maps, lit.refs.
with each paper.
ThisvolumecontainsfortypaperspresentedbyscientistsfromAustralia,theUnitedStatesandtheU.S.S.R.
The great variety oftopics ranges from meteorology tothesocio-economic side ofwater development.
It includes discussion of work on geological surveys andstatistical analysis of data, themovementof
water in the soil and over the surface, the development of hydro-electric power and irrigation,the
industrial orurban useofwater, andtheorganization ofresearch facilities.
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WECHMANN,A. Hydrologie.
R. Oldenbourg, München und Wien, 1964; 534 pp. 393 lit.refs.
A textbook on hydrology.
Meteorology and Climatology

551.5

DZERDZEEVSKii, B. L. (ed.). Sukhoveis and drought control.
Translated from Russian: "Sukhovei ikh proiskhozhdenie i bor'ba s nimi".
Akademiya Nauk SSSR. Institut Geografii, Moskva. Israel Program for Scientific
Translations, Jerusalem 1963; IX, 366 pp.; maps; bibliography 415 lit.refs. of Russian
literature.
Sukhovei (literal: dry wind) is a local Russian term used todenote thehotdrywind which blowsat
timesinvarious arid (and sometimes also humid) regions ofthe earth. The book contains 30reportsby
different authors, read ataconference inDecember 1953in Moscow.
Plant Physiology

581.1

FRiis NIELSEN, B. Plant production, transpiration ratio and nutrient ratios as influenced
by interactions between water and nitrogen.
Andelsbogtrykkeriet, Odense 1963; 162 pp.; bibliography pp. 156-162.
Investigations with Lolium perenne L.
RUTTER,A. j . and F. H. WHITEHEAD (ed.). The water relations of plants.
A symposium of the British Ecological Society, London, 5-8 April 1961.
Blackwell, London 1963; X, 394 pp.; lit.refs. with each paper.
The volume contains 27papers onsubjects offundamental importance toplant water relations, suchas
evaporation, dewformation and water movement through soil and plant. In addition investigations
from varied standpoints ontherelationship ofwater balance togrowth anddevelopment represent a
valuable contribution totheunderstanding ofthe biological problems involved.
STEWARD, F. c. (ed.). Plant physiology. A treatise. Vol. HI: Inorganic nutrition of plants.
Academic Press,New York and London 1963;XVII, 811pp.; lit.refs. with each chapter.

The complete work on "Plant physiology" consists of six volumes. Themain theme ofVol. Ill is the
inorganic nutrition of plants andthebiochemical steps by which these processes are achieved. Eight
experts have contributed tothisvolume.
Hydraulic Engineering

626/627

LINSLEY, R.K.and J. B. FRANZINI. Water-resources engineering.
McGraw-Hill, New York 1964;654pp., bibliographies with each chapter.
Thissecondeditionof"Elementsofhydraulicengineering"reflectsincreasedemphasisonwater-resources
planning.Thefirst five chapters present hydrology. Chapter sixdiscusses thelegal aspects ofwater use.
Chapters seventhroughtwelvearedealingwiththephysicalworks: dams,canals,pipelines,etc.whichare
utilized in almost alltypes ofwater-resources projects. Chapters 14through twentycover the principal
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waterusesindetail.Thelastchapter,anewadditiontothisbook,summarizestheplanningprocedure for
single- and multipurpose projects. It discusses data requirements, comparison of all alternatives ina
complex system, therole of capital budgeting, cost allocation, andtheproblems ofdecision-making.
PAZZi, j . j . o. and w. s. MAREE. The building offarm dams.
Dept. of Agricultural Technical Services, Republic of South Africa, Pretoria 1963;
IV, 66 pp.
Different types offarm dams. Reconnaissance ofsite,hydrological data anddesign requirements. Surveying ofthe site. The construction process. Protection ofspillways. Maintenance ofthe embankment.
Waterholes and stock-watering places.
SCHMIDT, H. Die Entwicklung von Geräten zum Bau und Räumen vonGewässern.

Schriftenreihe des Kuratoriums für Kulturbauwesen Heft 13. Verlag Wasser und
Boden, Hamburg 1964; 145 pp., 17 lit.refs.
Description of machines and equipment for construction and maintenance of watercourses, canals
and ditches.
SHANiN,M.M.A. The Nile basin.
International Course in Hydraulic Engineering, Delft, without year; 42 pp. Chapter I:
Hydrology of the Nile basin. Chapter II: Hydraulics of river flow. Chapter III: River
reservoirs or valley storage.
SIMMONS JR., w. p. Hydraulic design of transitionsfor small canals.

Engineering Monograph No. 33. U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation,
Denver 1964; VII, 39 pp.
This monograph is the Bureau of Reclamation's first progress report on methods used andresults
obtained indetermining energy lossesandflowcharacteristics oftransitions formoderate and smallsize
canals.The transitions are used toconnect pipelinestocanals,and canalstopipelines.The testingtechniquesand theconclusions reached inevaluating variables affecting erosion,orscour,incanals adjacent
to thetransitions, are also described.
TILP, p. j . and M. w. SCRIVNER.Analyses anddescriptionsofcapacity tests inlargeconcretelined canals.
Technical Memorandum 661. U.S.Dept. oftheInterior, Bureau of Reclamation, Denver
1964; XVIII, 198 pp., maps, 21 lit.refs.
Between 1957and 1962, the Bureau of Reclamation conducted a comprehensive series of hydraulic
tests in nine large trapezoidal-shaped concrete-lined irrigation canals in the Western United States.
Purposes ofthe tests were:
1. to determine maximum discharge capability of each canal;
2. to document seasonal changes in flow resistance caused byaquatic growths;
3. to measure head losses across various types of in-line canal structures such as inverted siphons,
bridge piers, andcheck structures;
4. todocument increased flow resistance caused byhorizontal curves incanal alinement.
YEVDJEViCH, v. M. Bibliography and discussion of flood-routing methods and unsteady
flow in channels.
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U.S. Geological Survey Water-supply Paper 1690, Washington 1964; 235 pp., 844
lit.refs.
This publication consists of a general discussion of unsteadyflowin channels and the present statusof
flood-routing methods, plus a bibliography.

Soil Science

631.4

Abstracts of papers VIHth International Congress of Soil Science 31st August-9th September 1964,Bucharest, Rumania.
Publishing House of the Academy of the R.P.R. 8volumes. In threelanguages:English,
French and German.
Vol. I
Soil physics. 335 pp., abstracts of 64 papers.
Vol. II
Soil chemistry. 347 pp., abstracts of 73 papers.
Vol. Ill
Soil biology. 416 pp., abstracts of 75 papers.
Vol. IV
Soilfertility andplant nutrition. 754 pp., abstracts of 153 papers.
Vol. V
Soil genesis, classification and cartography. 856 pp., abstracts of 164papers.
Vol. VI
Soil technology. 380 pp., abstracts of 73 papers.
Vol. VII Soil mineralogy. 260 pp., abstracts of 49 papers.
Additional volume: Symposium: Biochemical problems of plant nutrition as related to
their metabolism. 145 pp., abstracts of 25 papers.
BUNTING, B. T. An annotated bibliography of memoirs and papers on the soils of the
British Isles. Part I. The classification, morphology, distribution and reclamation of
British soils.
Geomorphological Abstracts, Dept. of Geography, London School of Economics,
London 1964; IV, 100 pp.

Part A of this bibliography is divided into sections dealing with chosen systematic aspects of British
soils, ending with a summary of the recently published Soil Map of the United Kingdom.
Part Bcontains lists of papers on various aspects of soils, organized on a regional basis.
Generally, only papers dating from the post-1920 period have been included.
LECHER, K. Kapillarität und Sickerströmung in ungesättigten, nichtbindigen Böden.
Thesis Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule Zürich 1964; 151pp., bibliography
pp. 131-151, English and French summaries.

Theflowthrough unsaturated, incohesive material is investigated.

Memorias del 1er Congreso Nacional de la Ciencia del Suelo, Julio 1963.
Sociedad Mexicana de la Ciencia del Suelo, Mexico 1963; IX, 473 pp., lit.refs. with
each paper.
Thisvolumecontains 42papers delivered at thefirst national soilsciencecongressin Mexico.In Spanish
language only.

Soil science dictionary: English, French, German, Rumanian, Russian. Bucharest 1964;
691 pp.
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WILLIS, w. o. Bibliography on soil temperature (through 1963).
Agricultural Research Service, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture 1964; 82 pp., 1152 lit. refs.
ARS 41-94.

Land Development and Land Improvement

631.6

Vie Congrès International de Génie Rural / Vlth International Congress of Agricultural
Engineering / VI. Internationaler Kongressfür Technik in der Landwirtschaft, Lausanne
21-27 september 1964.
Rapports. Commission Internationale de Génie Rural C.I.G.R., Lausanne 1964;
3 volumes, total 1400 pp.
HUSSAiN, M. Research on reclamation of water-logged, saline and alkaline lands.
Directorate of Land Reclamation West-Pakistan, Lahore 1963; XIII, 181 pp., 1 map,
79 lit.refs.
A description of the activities of the Directorate of Land Reclamation in West Pakistan on reclamation
of saline and alkaline soils.

Proceedings of the regional symposium on flood control, reclamation, utilization and
development of deltaic areas (held at Bangkok, Thailand, 2-9 July 1963).
Water Resources Series No. 25. E.C.A.F.E., Bangkok; United Nations, New York
1963; VII, 224 pp., maps.
Contents: 1.Report of the regional symposium on flood control, reclamation, utilization and development of deltaic areas. 2. Report of the ECAFE mission on deltaic areas. 3. Papers presented at the
symposium.

RAMSER, E., E. TANNER, H. GRUBiNGER, u.a. Landwirtschofliches Meliorationswesen.
Lehr- und Handbuch für Schule und Praxis.Herausgegeben durch den Schweizerischen
Verband der Ingenieur-Agronomen. Buchverlag Verbandsdruckerei A.G., Bern 1964
4th edition; 150 pp., maps.
This elementary textbook is dealing with land and water management, especially in Switzerland. It
covers drainage, irrigation and land consolidation of farmlands, vineyards and woodlands.

UHDEN, o. Taschenbuch landwirtschaftlicher Wasserbau.
Frankh'sche Verlagshandlung, Stuttgart 1964; 658 pp., lit.refs. with each chapter.
Handbook on subjects related to water management in agriculture.

Drainage

631.62

BELLiN,K.Entwicklung undProbleme desDränversuchesunterbesondere Berücksichtigung
des Ertragsversuches.
Mitteilungen aus dem Institut für Wasserwirtschaft und landwirtschaftlichen Wasserbau
der Technischen Hochschule Hannover, Heft 4, Hannover 1964; 136 pp., 229 lit. refs.
Experiments on drain spacing, in relation to crop production.
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VergleichendeBeobachtungen an gedränten undungedränten Grünlandstandorten in der Marsch.
Thesis Christian-Albrechts-University, Kiel 1964; 96 pp., bibliography 106 refs.
KAMINSKI, F.

The results of drainage of low lying marsh lands in Schleswig-Holstein, Northern Germany.
THEOBALD, G. H. Methods and machinesfor

tile and other tube drainage.
F. A. O. Rome 1963; XIII and 104 pp., 74 figs, bibliography pp. 101-104. FAO Agricultural Development Paper No. 78.
Need for drainage. Methods of draining. Underdrainage layout. Materials. Tools and machines.
Drain installation. Junctions and outfalls. Mole drainage.

Irrigation

631.67

RAM, M.Irrigationpractices insemi-arid regions.
Tel-Aviv 1964; 48 pp.
Thispublication contains lectures on:determination of irrigation requirements in semi-arid conditions;
selecting an irrigation method; and salinity problems in semi-arid lands.

Physical Planning

711

BAUER, L. und H. WEiNiTSCHKE.Landschaftspflege

und Naturschutz.
Eine Einführung in ihre Grundlagen und Aufgaben. VEB Gustaf Fischer Verlag,
Jena 1964; 194pp., 136 lit. refs.
Introduction to landscaping and nature conservancy.
ISARD, w. Location and space-economy.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts (U.S.A.) 1962.
3rd. printing; XIX, 350 pp.
A general theory relating to industrial location, market areas, land use, trade and urban structure.

Geography
Länderberichte Kenia 1964.
Allgemeine Statistik des Auslandes. Statistisches Bundesamt, Wiesbaden. Verlag W.
Kohlhammer, Stuttgart und Mainz, 1964; 82 pp., maps.
The first part of this publication gives a general geographical description of Kenya. The second part
contains statistics on several subjects.
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PUBLICATIONS OF THE INSTITUTE
Available issues as at April 1965

PUBLICATIONS
No.
3/F JACOBY, ERICH H., Remembrement en Europe, 1959,152pp., 16 figs,and2sep. m a p s ;
$2.50
3/D JACOBY, ERICH H., Flurbereinigung in Europa, 1961, 157 pp., 16 figs., and 2sep.
m a p s ; $2.50
4 SMITS, H . AND DR.A. J. wiGGERS, Soil survey and landclassification as applied to
reclamation of sea bottom land in the Netherlands, 1959,60 pp., 15 figs.; $ 1.00
6 A priority scheme for Dutch land consolidation projects, 1960,84 pp., 16 figs. (incl.
9 coloured maps); $ 1.50
7 An assessment of investments in land reclamation from thepoint of view of the national
economy, 1960,65 pp., 7 photographs, 2 coloured m a p s ; $ 1.50
8 HELLINGA, PROF, F.,Local administration of water control in a number of European
countries, 1960,46 p p . ; $ 1.00
9 KAMPS, D R .L. F., Mud distribution and land reclamation in the eastern Wadden
Shallows, 1963,91 pp.,46 figs.; $ 1.40
10 VINK, DR. A.P.A., Planning of Soil Surveys in land development, 1963, 55pp., 7 figs.,
3 photographs; $ 1.50
11

DIELEMAN, P. J., J. H. BOUMANS, W. C. HULSBOS, H. L. J. LINDENBERGH, P. M. VAN

DER SLUIS, Reclamation of salt affected soils inIraq. Soil hydrological and agricultural
studies, 1963,175pp.,43 figs.; $ 3.00
12 EDELMAN, PROF. DR. c. H.,Applications of soil survey in land development in Europe.
With special reference to experiences in the Netherlands, 1963, 43pp.,9 figs.; $ 1.00
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BULLETINS
No.
1 BEERS, w .F.J. VAN, Theauger hole method, 1963,32pp.,7 figs, and3 sep. graphs;
$ 0.40 2nd impression
1/D BEERS, w . F.J. VAN, DieBohrloch-Methode, 1962,32pp.,7 figs, and4 sep. graphs;
$0.60
3 BEERS, w .F.J. VAN, Acid Sulphate Soils, 1962,31pp.,1fig.,1photograph in colour;
$0.50
4 VERHOEVEN, DR.B., On the Calciumcarbonate content of young marine sediments,
1963, 27pp., 7 figs., 1m a p ; $ 0.70
5

DIELEMAN, P . J. ANDN. A. DE RIDDER, Studies of salt and water movement in the Bol

GuiniPolder, Chad Republic, 1964,40pp., 12 figs., 3tabs.; $0.60
6 GROOT, DR. A.J. DE, Mud transport studies incoastal waters from thewestern Scheldt
to theDanish Frontier, 1964, 14pp.,5 figs.; $0.35
7 Code of practice for thedesign of open water courses andancillary structures, 1964,
80 pp., 18 figs.,8graphs, 2a p p . ; $ 1.50

BIBLIOGRAPHIES
No.
3 KAMPHORST, A.,Annotated Bibliography on tropical and subtropical alluvial and
organic soils, 2 volumes, 286 pp., stencil; $4.50
4 ABELL, L. F. ANDw . J. GELDERMAN, Annotated Bibliography on reclamation and
improvement of saline andalkali soils, 1964,59p p . ; $ 3.00

The above publications are obtainable:
- inexchange for papers, reports,journals etc. on land development, land reclamation
and land settlement
- through orders from theInstitute, your bookseller orVeenman, publishers, Wageningen (Netherlands). Payment in any currency by international money order,
check or through a bank
The printed Annual Reports andlists of newpublications aredistributed free on request.
Any such requests andfurther information onthepublication services of the Institute
should beaddressed to:
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR LAND RECLAMATION AND IMPROVEMENT

P.O.B. 45, Wageningen (The Netherlands)
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